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Many, many moons ago I had a brief romance with the idea of economic cycles in history.

It was at university, and the idea of neat cycles appealed to me. One didn’t have to be a Marxist – as many of the

lecturers were – to understand that there might be some consistent rhythm pulsing through history and

economic historians of all political shapes and sizes seemed keen to identify these discrete cycles.

As is the way, over most of the intervening years I largely forgot about this stuff and if you’d have asked me 10

or 20 years ago about the concept of long cycles in markets, I’d have sighed and pointed you to the copious

evidence that markets were too frenetic, too noisy and largely efficient to be bothered with such hubristic

historical thinking.
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But as is often the way, old ideas resurface and in the last few years, I’ve warmed to the idea that societies,

politics and even markets might move in broad cycles, and that on a more narrow focus, key market indicators,

usually ratios of some sort, have some value.

This personal rediscovery was prompted by the work of an influential American-Russian historian called Peter

Turchin who’s been quietly developing the idea of long cycles in history through a concept called cliodynamics.

His most important book is called Ages of Discord and centres on the idea that the US is set for a very turbulent

next decade largely as a result of what he labels ‘elite overproduction’ ie too many well educated, smart,

wealthier people chasing too few opportunities within a calcified political system.

Turchin himself nicely sums it up thus: ‘Historical analysis shows that long spells of equitable prosperity and

internal peace are succeeded by protracted periods of inequity, increasing misery, and political instability. These

crisis periods—“Ages of Discord”—tend to share characteristic features, identifiable in many societies

throughout history’. You can read more about his analysis on his website https://peterturchin.com/ages-of-

discord/

I can’t say I am entirely convinced by all this pattern recognition stuff plus statistical analysis, but there does

seem to be some value in his analysis. The precise timing of his cycles seems a little inconclusive to me but his

deep analysis of more primal society-wide processes sounds credible though, as always, very difficult to

conclusively prove. Nevertheless, Ages of Discord is absolutely worth a read.

Understanding how market cycles work

Which brings me nicely to market cycle analysis and the idiosyncratic views of Ian Williams, a City veteran, top

bond investor and founder of Charteris Treasury Portfolio Managers. I spend a large amount of my time chatting

away to fund managers who think they have some special insight into how markets work and why their stock

selection/asset allocation is more on the ball than the other manager.

By and large my view is that much of this talk of alpha is balderdash, which is why I am so partial to exchange

traded funds (ETFs). That said, I accept that value can be added by active fund managers in certain niches, such

as inefficient, illiquid markets or alternatives but when it comes to bonds or equity income, I’m more than a

little sceptical.

Williams by contrast has a more daring and bold claim to make. He is a fan of market cycle analysis, popularised

by analysts and investors such as WD Gann, and although he accepts that it simply informs his wider decision-

making process, his view is that long cycles and key ratios can absolutely make you a better fund manager.

His key insight is that markets are usually trading nine to 12 months ahead of the wider signals coming from the

economy, so by the time most fund managers have spotted the smoke signals, they are too late. Cycles can help

give us advance notice of major market turns, informed by a deep reading of economic and financial history.

Or as Gann himself stated: ‘Every movement in the market is the result of a natural law and of a cause which

exists long before the effect takes place and can be determined years in advance. The future is but a repetition of



the past.’

These cycles are of varying lengths, starting with a mega 500 year civilisational cycles based on Raymond

Wheeler’s work. Sitting under this are more discrete cycles such as the following:

• 40-month (Kitchin) cycle

• 10-year Cycle is three Kitchin cycles of 3 ½ years (Same as 9-11 year Juglar cycle)

• 18-year Kuznet Cycle

• 20-year cycle is two 10-year cycles

• 40-year cycle is two 20-year cycles (or four 10-year cycles)

• 54 Kondratieff Cycle (three 18-year Kuznet Cycles)

As this is only a short column, I’m not going to drill down too far into the detail, but I would make a number of

observations. On the sceptical side, I’ve always tended to sense that one can spot endless cycles if one stares

long enough at reams of data but correlation between events is not causation, ie just because you spot something

that rhymes through history doesn’t mean that it explains anything.

The most commonly followed market cycles 

It also strikes me that all cycle analysis is an attempt to ‘call’ turns which might inform a narrative about what

happens next. That is an enticing prospect, but I’m naturally sceptical that these exercises are actually that

profitable over any prolonged period of time.

That said, I’d repeat that word narrative. The economist Robert Shiller has recently been emphasising that

markets in particular fall for narratives which in turn power momentum trades. Narratives have real power and

are long-lasting. Lastly, though I’m suspicious of spotting trends and then making them fit into cycles without

an explanation, I also accept that there do seem to be some powerful cycles that have ‘worked’ and are patently

observable for some reason or another.

Some cycles can be glimpsed from the datasets and seem to be accepted by professional investors.

In this category I’d offer up two cycles that offer extra ordinary explanatory power: 18-year property cycles and

18-year commodity cycles.

Normally I’d raise my eyes to the heavens at this sort of thing but talk to real estate professionals – and I do, to

lots – and they absolutely recognise this 18-year cycle. The other fascinating 18-year cycle is in commodities is a

widely used measure in hedge fund land which compares the GSCI commodity cycle (the old Goldman Sachs

commodities index) with the S&P 500.



More modestly one can observe powerful ratios at work, which also tend to move in broad, arguably less

predictable cycles. The silver cycle for instance seems to have some power in forecasting terms on a roughly 10-

year cycle. The relationship between commodity indices and the 30-year Treasury yield is also useful and clearly

observable, as is the copper/gold ratio vs 10-year Treasury yields.

Other cycles look far less interesting in my view. For instance, I’m not convinced by the 10-year equity markets

cycle. According to Charteris, since the formation of the Dow Jones Index in the 1880s, every year ending in ‘5

has seen an upward move in the DJIA without exception, while every autumn of every decade bar the 1920s- has

seen a wobble or crash in said markets.  

Charteris’s view on where we are in the market cycle

Where does all this staring at charts over long cycles leave us in practical investment terms? Here is the

Charteris bottom line in investment terms.

‘If we are witnessing the end of the deflation cycle, this cycle low would seem to involve lows in commodities

and highs in fixed income. equities 10-year decennial pattern points to a high in 2027 along with 2026/7 peak in

commodities/S&P ratio and UK house prices

‘Fixed income – UK gilts (as at March 2020) were lowest yield level (and highest price) for 300 years. If this is

indeed the top, a bond bear market of unimaginable proportions has commenced. The long gilt has already lost

18% of its value year to date, as at 10 March 2021.



‘Gold and silver – the opposite of 10-yer bonds. The 10-year intermediate cycle on silver looks to have bottomed,

with the next peak due c2026, assuming symmetric five years up five years down.

‘Equities – should tread sideways for the next year or so before starting a major bull-run that should peak

around 2027 on the assumption that this cycle is as accurate as it has been in the past.’

The point here is that cycles can be useful as an adjunct to other forms of fundamental, macro-economic and

technical analysis. And in each of the conclusions above one can also point to other structural drivers that

support these conclusions.

Readers of this column will note that I have been suggesting very similar outcomes for most of the last year – a

prolonged multi-year bull cycle, a strong rebound in commodities, a terrible bond market and a favourable

medium-term outlook for precious metals as a result of concerns around central bank policy.

That last observation though addresses my lingering concern – maybe things really are different this time

because of central bank policy and increasing government spending. Cycle analysis, alongside other systematic

explanations are only of value if the fundamental political and policy frameworks stay largely unchanged.

With endless monetary intervention and clever new monetary policies, I’m not too sure that we can assume that

we’re endlessly doomed to repeat the past.

One last point: the test of any good deeply systematic analysis, such as the market cycles theory used by

Charteris, is only good as the actual returns it produces. And on that score one must note that the Charteris

funds have more than a decent track record.

The company’s WS Charteris Premium Income fund for instance was 3rd out of 86 funds (in the IA Equity

income sector) in 2020, and over trailing five years is 1/77 funds. Its one of the few equity income funds that

uses covered calls and is heavily commodity sector focused.

The long established WS Charteris Gold and Precious Metals fund was up 35% in 202 0and over five years is up

252%. On this fund note its massive 70% exposure to silver miners and 30% exposure to gold miners – in reality

this is a focused play on Canadian mining equities.

PS – if you want to delve a bit deeper into this space, Williams recommends John Murphy’s book Intermarket

Technical Analysis: Trading Strategies for the Global Stock, Bond, Commodity and Futures Markets.
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